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MacDermid Enthone optimizes international
customs management with ASSIST4 Customs
Integration

Software, consultancy and services for global trade and supply chain management

Export-driven: MacDermid Enthone site in ’s-Hertogenbosch, Netherlands

Integrating export management
MacDermid Enthone introduced
ASSIST4 Customs Integration
from AEB to manage customs
at its industrial facilities in the
Netherlands. This has largely
automated and greatly
streamlined the process of
clearing exports through
customs. The IT department
sees many clear benefits.
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The global customer base counts on

recently passed a milestone here as
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Physical shipping processes are best
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ASSIST4 Customs Integration is fully
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solutions and tapping into new

customs management in Germany for
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synergies in the process. MacDermid
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The logistics professionals in the Dutch

and Infor. We even offer a

and efficiency with which it manages

sites were a bit more skeptical. “We

standardized plug-in for SAP®-based

customs processes. “ASSIST4 Customs

weren’t sure whether software from

systems,” Henning emphasizes.

Integration allows us to respond quickly

another country would be able to cope

to new challenges – such as when we

with all the Dutch regulations,” admits

High-level automation

want to augment our exports with new

Ruud de Bresser, a logistics expert at

One important link that had to be

destination countries or products. The

the site in ’s-Hertogenbosch. But the

established was to AGS – the IT system

solution gives us freedom and

skeptics were won over as the project

of Dutch customs. AGS plays the same

independence in how we work,” says
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role in the Netherlands as ATLAS in
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solution at MacDermid Enthone.
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Transport management and
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automation for all our export processes
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the Customs International

in the Netherlands,” says Patricia Zutz

Enthone felt that its former customs

Competence Center operating out of

with evident pleasure. A look at the

solution provider in the Netherlands

Stuttgart.

process chain for export consignments

was no longer developing its software

“We already offer customs

makes this clear. The incoming orders

adequately. Users were also annoyed

management solutions for Germany,

are captured in the ERP system –

that when problems arose, they needed

the Netherlands, the UK, Belgium,

including the shipping address,

to clarify who was responsible for

Sweden, and Switzerland. And we’re

shipping date, and the pick date that is

support: the customs IT provider or

actively planning rollouts for other

calculated from that data. When the

AEB, whose freight management

countries, including France,” promises

orders are due, the ERP system

solution was integrated upstream from

Uwe Henning, Director of

generates a delivery note and the

the customs solution. “That slowed us

International Business Development at

customs calculation needed for export,

down,” relates Technical Manager Dirk

AEB.

then transmits these documents to the

Zutz, responsible for the ERP system at

transport management system.
ASSIST4 Transport & Freight

integration of the freight and customs

No changes to ERP system
required

solution throughout Europe. “It was

The project was launched in

from the ERP system to generate other

clear to us that it’s best to get both the

October 2015, and by March 2016,

important documents such as the CMR

transport management system and

MacDermid Enthone was able to go

customs IT from a single source,” he

live with ASSIST4 Customs

continues.

Integration. It helped that the

But that is often easier said than done.

company did not have to adapt its ERP
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Many details of what customs

system in any way. “We still transfer
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authorities require from businesses

the shipping data from the ERP system

vary by country, even within the

to ASSIST4 Transport & Freight

MacDermid Enthone and for

Management uses the data imported

High-tech machinery in the plant in Den Bosch

consignment note and accompanying

Templates and consignment profiles

checked and approved. ASSIST4

documents for dangerous goods. In the

are used so that data from recurring

Customs Integration receives and

case of export consignments, ASSIST4

export transactions can be

processes the incoming messages

Customs Integration is also involved.

automatically completed. “Our export

from the AGS system.

The system receives the necessary data

professionals only need to input data

from ASSIST4 Transport & Freight

manually in rare instances,” boasts

Management, fills in the missing data,

Kathrin Abele from AEB’s Customs

generates an export declaration for

International Competence Center.
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customs, and then automatically

The resulting export declaration is
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checks to make sure it’s complete and

transmitted to the Dutch customs

plausible.

office’s AGS system, where it is

Faces of satisfied customers: Dirk Zutz, Plant Director Hans Pigmans, Patricia Zutz, Ruud de Bresser

The export accompanying documents

the Netherlands. Thanks to the multi-

IT solutions for shipping and customs

are printed out in the logistics

client capability of ASSIST4 Customs

management from a single source –

department of MacDermid Enthone –

Integration, this was no problem.

with clearly delineated

and the goods can be on their way.

After the system was up and running

responsibilities and easy for his

It was important to MacDermid

for a couple of months, both the users

company to maintain and manage.

Enthone that the software also be able

and the IT experts at MacDermid

to accommodate the company’s

Enthone were very pleased. “Our new

unique requirements. Due to how the

customs solution is fast and easy to

company is structured, there are three

use,” enthused Ruud de Bresser from

different declarants at the two sites in

the logistics department. Patricia Zutz
appreciates that the system can be
easily adapted to new requirements.
“We can define our own text modules,
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which allows us to work more freely

MacDermid Enthone

and independently,” the project
manager adds. IT specialist Dirk Zutz
also found what he was looking for:
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Name: MacDermid Enthone
Market leader, environmentally
friendly surface coatings
5,000 customers in the automotive,
aerospace, oil & gas, and consumer
electronics industries
More than 4,500 employees
Locations in 50 countries

Different customs solutions
deployed in Germany and the
Netherlands
Worldwide shipping originating from
multiple production centers
Too much coordination needed
between MacDermid Enthone, AEB
as the TMS provider, and the
customs solution provider
Slow response by support when
errors occurred
ASSIST4 Customs Integration
introduced
AEB Transport & Freight
Management linked
Messaging with NL customs
established

Support and maintenance streamlined
thanks to single-source software
No changes to ERP system required
Customs processes more highly
automated
Less manual data entry thanks to
templates and consignment profiles
Full integration through return
interface
Multiple clients supported

